
CHAPTER A 4 

USE OF 'THERE 
I. INTRODUCTION :7afa 5T AoP s 2Tt 

ITP QRTA there *17DCE IRI PATO AI UTY1e there-4 J TARIAE 

II. TYPES OF USES 

A. Introductory 'there' 
B. Expletive 'there' 
C. Adverb 'there' 

A. Introductory There' 

= (Rahim lives in this village) aA TCA TTT | 
= (There are tigers in this jungle) A TN IT/TTCR 
= (There was a mistake in this letter) 9 1BtöT5 44fd y fI 
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verb 7R A 

R=)| 

introductory there'-4a RADTA ATA T PATT MTaaI URA fAUBa 

(i) 
(i 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 

(vii) ITJ-"uTq 
vi 
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X 

8 = qP P TA ACPA RTS verbfd za live. I =| 11 R G/afAs qt TT Întroductory there' PC I 

(x) Rahim lives in this village. (there-A ) 
ix) There is a museum in this city. 
viii There was no person there. 
(vii) There was a king in a country. 
(vi) There will be a meeting here. (vi) 
() However well you write, there will be mistakes in the essay. (iv) There should be a good school in this town. 
(ii) Why did you give him that milk? There might be germs in it. 

There may be germs in this water. 
) There is no fish in this pond. 

Some interesting points 
T CAR GITI TOTI ITA verb be-verb? Introductory there' IC T440 14TAS O verb V be-verb. 

HTT ACI I 49AI A introductoty (bAT 1- ) 'there- 

fotd M subject "AMB' a1 indefinite. fMB Ta TIR 
subject 1P(1 A there-A ; INA 8 

CofACOTa B*a gPd YT = There is a book on the table. 

Tfo coATA TI t@ = (The book is on the table) 
There is the book on the table A TTA 

There is /are/was/were eTfG qIT UI fAS PA verb- as subject number G I Subject fT plural 2131 be vertis R plure 4 singular be-verbit A singular. 
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Introductory there' T09 f verb TC RQT TE TAI A Ca 

exercises 

are 
was 

were 

will be-

may be 

should be 

might be 

There can be 

could be H 

should have been 

could have been 

might have been 
may not be 

will not be 
AU skould not be 

NOTE There should have been = 11 Gbe 1 
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There could have been = tE 1A 

There might have been - 71 7 (=TPTES MA) 

There may not be Te 1C M 
There should not be = 1 GEE A 

I There is the man in the street-t4d f ? CA? the-g4 a 

18 eC ST ðs tOTTTT interrogative- sTG I 

2. Verb 'to be' Ryte utae FAP Verb 'there' introductory

seem 

There happen to be NP 
appear 

TNA3 There seems to be something wrong. (NA P 4D1 RCHC1) 

There appeared to have been a quarrel. (490 yI ZTÍDa A NA 1) 
There happened to be a quarrel among them. (oTMa T PD ay 

remain 

There 
NP 

exist 

There remained some problems unsolved. (TRAS fpg A (4 There exists no difficulty now. (4 I PA TI (-A y) AI 
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something 

nothing adjective 
There 

are 

was
were anything 

Is there anything wrong? ( RTHCR ) |-uoq TNITR] 

No, there is nothing wrong. (T, A RA I) 

Yes, there may be something wrong. (, AR -T QPTE ITA I) 

There is something surprizing in the book. (4 T fT fP 45B 

A RHRT verb T1A ATTA there-9 RH TFJ 8 

Come 

There NP with indefinite article go 

live 

There comes a beggar. (9PT fëVTAN YTR 1) 
There goes a boy along the street. (3T 4 4T T7 TC 1) 

There lived a monk in a hut. (4 TY N 9 1) 
T ,7P = live qaA there T ZUR TII1, TAJÍ 

(proper noun) C] A AM qa 

B. Expletive "There' 

Expletive-ATA 7 interjection. Parts of Speech g interjection 
PIE I CONI ftaE, NA I ? Interjection R word NAK 

Alas! He is dead. (zI! TAI CTCR I) 
g1 Alas! interjection. "There 9 R7 sentence-4 
SI 7 CNA exclamatory 7 interjection-9a 5 
expietive there'. 4 aT there Tda B TUA AN CETA 

MAI RFram 
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There goes the thief ! (& A OTRfd aTa 1) 

There comes the cow! ( a SG uAR 1) 

There's (= there is) the frog floating! ( a A TETT G1ICR) 

There! There ! How he plays! (TA! IA! PTTA (RTA A!) (=A*! 

CHT! CATCE GA) 
There ! You are wrong! (9TQ! E) 
There! You know everything I see! (A! ATaP Cr!) 
ORU F éTi YT CRTT TRUT TN( expletive 

expletive Stress G 
there 

Interjection- 

EXERCISE SI Expletive 'there- expletive-ZT A? GTR3 

I T6 C ZTCM 4ATG qeT introductory 'there R yAJoto 4F expletive 'there' TCI 

C. Adverb 'There 
Adverb stCa COA TSTTA 'adverb' ®it A, f UR adverb b qI 

R adverb (5- TTI 8 
UMO 
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where? 
when ? 

how? 

I went there. (i ARITA (STTA I) 

here" IC 4iD adverb. There-4 9 TRd R| 
There will be a meeting there (ARTTA G FU1 RA ) 

NTA there tt introductory 'there' 194 there fG 

adverb there. 

I fC TUtE introductory, expletive, 4TR adverb 'there; 

3F31 But there was only one apple there on the táble. Let there be no 

misunderstanding. There may.be a war between the two countries. 

There! There! How nice the cat looks! There is something wrong in the 

passage. 

KE NO 



CHAPTER A 5 

USE OF 'IT 

I. INTRODUCTION: t-48 fefeF T7 TR I 

I. USESS 

() 'It'-as a Pronoun 
(ii) Introductory 'It' 

II. ELABORATE DISCUSSION 
TTTID) 

Parts of speech-4TCI COTARI pronoun 7T f - I? NA qCR 
pronoun C AR Noun-4 7 A A word T R ASTATTOT a 

pronuon. 

Rahim is a boy. 

He goes to school regularly. 
gaT faCu a14ydtu 'He'4G Rahim-nounioa ifaac6 a'a 4 

He did the work. 

It was important. 

gRTC it 71 his doing the work I "oT PI P"-a NIR I qis 
P noun phrase sC it iCI9R it 4TA TT pronoun. 

(a) fre-R ICO it J731 PA1 II UAGR yfeTF 7aTCE it 

A O 
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The child is lookng at its mother. (ot o NUa fA ) 
Where is the book? 
- I Kept it on the table. (91A it= book) 
The cow is a useful animal. It lives on grass. (it = cow) 

Who is it? ( A?) 
- It's me, Biva. (iN TI) 
6) T*(time); 7*9 (distance), weather (TT), temperature 

|(uTATaT), tide (TE 3 TAT-TDI) TtTT it 74 I It-4a a TAA TT 

tide: SHTR, BDI time: 7, TA, AM 

tempareture 8dNT, 194 it distance: ,-, NT2 

weather S-31E, Pafis, T7 

What time is it? (9A A FEr) 
It is 10 O'clock. (4R 7T| CET 1) 
What day is it? (TS f ) 
It is Friday (=Today is friday) (ATST S) 
What is the date? (T UiA TE7) 
It is the tenth of September.
It was summer. (®q fT a ) 
How long will it take to reach there? (qRIA CTe osq 1tar) 

How far is it to Khulna? (T1 7U 7?) 
It is 300 kilometres. (9oo fa(ADA I) 
It is a long way. (A UA 1) 
79T TITE 8 It is raining. (T8 R{1) 

It is dewing. (t yTE 1) 
It is snowing. (91 YCR I) 

It is frosty. (AA f 1) 
It is sunny. (CayPCATG 7P 
It is a fine morning. (TA RHR) . JMON 
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It is hot today, isn't it? (Wt A.YTE, UR AI?) 
It is cold in this place. ( qMA dTst AY 1) 

It is high tide. (4 M tta 1) 
It is low tide. (93 S0T 1) 

(c) T dT A RACR A CA Phrase clause, 1 verb it 1 H71| 

He studies all the night, I do not like it. ( T TE IYIGAI PA, iN 

9ITA ADI (Git) = his studying all the night 31 ta 131 TE STTA AYT I| 
He wants to pass and it will be difficult for him. 
|ITA it = to pass 1 T T 

He is an honest man and it is known to all. 
9IA it = He is an honest man. 
(d) it + impersonal verb + that-clause 49 it A O 34O 

that clauseitte (noun clause fut) ACÉ PTAI (Verb TTI impersonal verb 

seem 

appear that clause 

happen 
look 

TT 8 It seems that he is an honest man. I(4UT) NA ZU A A 

It appears that rain will come soon. I(45|), NA ROR 3 AAA I] It happened that he lost his pen. I44*4 U U P I 
It so happens that we sometimes torget about ourselves. 

(e) It is + period of time +since + NP + Verb (past) 

It is five years since I saw him =It is five years since I have seen him) (F last saw him five years ago) (1 have noi seen him for five years.) It is niredays since he (last) went there. 
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(=It is nine days since he has gone there) (He last went there nine days ago.) 
(He has not gone there for nine days.) 
NOTE: since- 10T stos TAT present perfect (negative) 

(0 It is time +S + Verb (past, unreal)Sta it 75S TA EA PA 

It is (high) time you went there. ((ETAT FRIA TR TT TI1 Bbs 

) 
' 

It is (high) time he thought about his future. 

It is time we left for home. 

gIt is time +(for+obj)+ to + Verb (= infinitive) OA S it 

It is time to go. (9RA 7 TATE I) 
It is time for us to discuss the matter. 
It is time for them to play. (47 OI7S CAA 74 1) 
It is time to start. (N 3 P YTT 1) 
(h) |It +occur/ turn out + 49ftA it 45U R 

It occurred to me (=the idea came to me) that she wanted to steal the pen. 
It did not occur to him that man is mortal. It turned out that he was a thief. 

good 

() It is no verb (ing) (or gerund)- 49IA 

use 

it IAAA8 
It is no good telling a lie. (RRN TI A ST P *1) 

t is no use using the dictionary. (uG4 TRII PAta eA TPS AR ) 
t is no use bringing the bag with. (3JItTD AICR Ata VIS CTR I) 

L) Stress 1 CT gMIAa I sentence-4 ¢NA it J4q5 VIANA 
A AV A. 
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Rahim did it. (N 4TTT TT 1) 
It was Rahim who did it. (a PT TI 1) 

Rahim will come today. (fRN T TIA I)« 

It is today that Rahim will come. (aRA TT 1) 

(k) Infinitive (to + verb) TA ot TUJI subject 4 UR infinitive a 

To swim is a good exercise. (iTORA 4T 57 JATA 1) 

lt is a good exercise to swim. (OTA 4TjD UJI 

it 93 GAITRI A I45 Ta it G introductory it] 
To rise up early in the morning is a good habit. 
- It is a good habit to rise up early in the morning. 
To say is easy but to do is difficult.

-It is easy to say but difficult to do. 

NOTE: Complex sentence-4a find (+ that) 4 think (+ that) verb 
T z it + be-3 4, TR, that J 11 qI AA 8I thought 
that it would be difficult for me to do that. 

=I thought it difficult for me to do that. 
She found that it was impossible for her to live there. 
= She found it impossible for her to live there. 

() R Complex sentence-4 subject 7 RI PG subordinate clause, 

That you are clever is known to him. 
clause 

= It is known to him_that you are clever. 
Which pen he wants is not clear to me. 

clause 
= It is not clear to me which_ pen he wants. 
When he will come is unknown. 

clause 
= It is unknown when he will come. 
How much he wants is important now. 
= It is important now how much he wants. 
Why he went there was, not clear to me. 
= It was not clear to me why he went there. 

TH 141T ARI GUR IR4 it INTRODUCTORY IT. 

SUMU 
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GRAND EXERCISE 
1. 
2. Introductory it ARIR TA RUbA aTAJGTAtT T TA FR8 2. 

(a) To do is difficult. (6) To rise early in the morning is good for health. (c) That he is honest is known to us. (d) Which book he 
has bought is not known to me. (e) Why he did it was not 
understandable to me. () To criticize is easy. (g) To park here is 

prohibited (ARu). 
3. 

) It is time + S + V (past) 

(ii) it is tinme + to + Verb 
ii) It is time + for + Objective case + to + V. 
(iv) It is no use + V (ing) (or gerund) 

4. 

) weather (1eT) 

i) time (AR) 

(i) temperature (®IT) 
iv) tide (A) 

(v distance (29) 
5. fa, T 19, R TT5 71t AT ATO pronoun A it43 

6. 

.7 3:5 


